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MANAGING EMAIL IN A
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
Can't find it? Something missing? Instructions not clear? Email manuals@affinityconsulting.com.
This manual would be remiss not discuss why legal professionals need to be more efficient in
using Outlook in the first place.

The Email Problem
Email Overload
Studies indicate that lawyers receive around 120 and send roughly 40 emails per day.1 Without
question, email is one of the most important technological communication advancements of the
past 100 years. It has fundamentally changed the way we communicate with clients and do
business. Major corporations and law firms are run via email communication instead of face-toface communication.
For lawyers, emails present a wide array of issues that most of the business world and ordinary
consumers will never face. In this seminar, we will discuss these issues and teach you how best
to deal with them.
These issues or problems range from ethical considerations to email overload and timemanagement. While there is no perfect solution, there are many methods to effectively handle
email.
The first step to any problem is to understand the problems that exist. We must get our arms
around all the email issues that face lawyers. The second step is to isolate each problem and
tackle each problem, without forgetting how that might affect other email problems. For
instance, controlling spam email may prevent you from getting an important email from a client
if your spam filter inadvertently catches an email from a client. In other words, when you solve
one problem, it may open up a different can or worms.

Torrent of Interruptions
In an eight (8) hour work day, if we receive 100 emails, that equates to receiving one email every
4.8 minutes. Sound familiar? It should, because that is the world most of us live in. Combine that
with instant messages, phone calls and what I call email curiosity interruptions, that equates to
one interruption every 2-3 minutes! What can you do to minimize the distraction?
Take the following quick survey:
See https://www.templafy.com/blog/how-many-emails-are-sent-every-day-top-email-statistics-your-businessneeds-to-know/
1
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Interruption Survey:

•

Average number of Emails you get per day:

•

Average number of Instant messages per day:

•

Average number of phone calls you get each day:

•

Average number of curiosity email or internet breaks each day:

•

Total Interruptions Per Day

2. Other Questions to Ask Yourself:
•

How many times do you look at your email each day?

•

What percentage of interruptions really need immediate attention?

•

Has technology simplified your life?

 Yes  No

•

Is Technology the Slave or the Master?

 Yes  No

Email Storage
What do we do with all of this email? There are several problems related to this:
•

How should you archive old email?

•

How do you deal with attachments and keep from losing them?

•

How do you search for old conversations quickly and efficiently?

•

How do you keep your email but not run out of server space? Why does the IT person keep
telling you that you have too much email in your inbox and you're clogging up the server?

Too Much Legitimate Email to Deal with Effectively
Many people simply receive more email than they can read and keep up with. How do you sort,
store and track all of this email?

No Expectation of Privacy
The old saying goes: You should never send an email that would embarrass you were it to appear
on the front page of tomorrow's paper. Is there anything you can do to create an expectation of
privacy?

Spam Getting Through
There are lots of ways to avoid SPAM, and yet it still manages to get into our mailboxes. What can
you do about it?

Are You Using Outlook Effectively?
Probably not. Although millions of people use Outlook, most do not use all of its functionality to
their advantage. In this seminar, we'll give you some great tips for making better use of Outlook.
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Email Storage Problems
Disorganization
Many legal users have hundreds or thousands of unrelated messages in their inboxes. This is
equivalent to taking all of the paper out of your files and throwing it on the floor of the file room.
The point is, if it's not organized, then it's mostly useless.

Storage Space Limitations
You may have been scolded by your IT folks about this. If you're using Microsoft Exchange on your
server, then it can get overloaded with the quantity of emails and attachments you keep in your
inbox and Outlook folder structures. If you don't have Exchange, then all of those emails (and
contacts, and appointments and tasks) are stored in a PST file on your hard drive or the server.
The bigger that database, the slower your computer will run. Of course, the database can also
over-run your storage capacity.

No One Else Can See Your Email But You
In most cases, if you have an important client communication in Outlook, no one else in your
office can see it. In many cases, lawyers want to share this information, but don't know how to do
it.

Difficulties Searching
Many people complain that it's nearly impossible to efficiently search old emails for a particular
conversation. What can you do to make this task easier?

Dealing With the Overload
Deal with Email at Set Times
The first problem that we want to deal with is the reduction of interruptions so one can be more
focused and productive. After all, how on earth can anyone get anything done with an
interruption every 2-3 minutes?
Ask yourself the following question: 10 years ago, would you have let someone walk in your office
every 2-3 minutes offering to sell you a sexual enhancement product… or asking you for a favor?
Of course you wouldn't! So, why do you let it happen now with your email? Why do you drop
everything that you are doing to read and/or respond to that email that just arrived?! You have
invested thousands of dollars in this wonderful technology that is supposed to make you more
efficient, but instead it has created an interruption hotline going straight to your brain.
Some time management experts suggest checking email 2 times a day. While this may sound
like a good plan, it is probably unrealistic. When email was just becoming popular, there wasn't
an expectation of that email would be dealt with immediately, so 2 times per day was probably
okay. However, in today's age that has changed to some degree. Entire companies communicate
via email … it’s a way of life and the way everyone communicates. Checking email twice a day isn't
enough. I think 3-5 times a day is more realistic … more satisfying to senders … and just as
important, will make it easier for you to prevent your inbox from growing out of control.
A good way to handle this is deal with email at the same time every day. For example, you could
following this schedule and limit yourself to 10-15 minutes.
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Upon arrival at the office: 8:00 am

3. Mid-morning: 10:30 am
4. After lunch: 12:30 pm
5. Afternoon: 3:30 pm
6. End of day: 5:00 pm

Turn Off Outlook's Notifications About Email
You see that little envelope in the bottom, right corner of your screen and you can almost hear it
saying, "read me!" The constant notifications of new email are one of the primary distractions for
most people. So, turn them off! It's amazing how more focused you can be when your computer
isn't announcing incoming email every few minutes (or seconds). File  Options (left side)  Mail
(left side)  clear all of the boxes under Message Arrival.

FIGURE 1-1

Treat Email Inbox like you U.S. Mailbox – Keep it Empty!
Would you ever keep your U.S. Mailbox in this condition? Of course, you wouldn't. So, don’t let
your inbox get that way! However, for most people, maintaining email is the weakest link in their
system of organization primarily because of volume and frequency. They use it as a holding
bucket for undecided and unresolved tasks.
The key to mastering your inbox is to keep it empty – or under 20. You certainly don't need to
keep it at zero. In fact, if you tried, you would probably be wasting time, not saving time. Not to
mention, you will also be developing bad obsessive/compulsive habits. Every time an email
landed in your inbox, you would drop everything and try to deal with it. That would be horribly
inefficient.
The truth is that to process email efficiently, you must be able to see your emails in a single screen
(or close to it). It is very difficult and overwhelming to process emails and tasks when you are
staring at a screen with 500 emails.
So, what do you do with your U.S. mailbox? One of the best time management/organization tips
that I learned and implemented nearly ten years ago is this: Throw away your (U.S.) junk mail and
advertisements before you get into the house. Only bring mail into your house that you intend
to do something with!
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Delete Whatever You Can Immediately!
Learn how to use the DELETE key. That could be the first thing that you do before you start
dealing with email … just like not bringing junk mail and annoying advertising into your home.
Delete the following:
•

All the email that gets past your SPAM filter.

•

Interoffice SPAM that is irrelevant to you.

•

Jokes from annoying friends and c-workers.

•

Email from people you don't like (unless it's important, of course)

TIP: Sort email based on the From field (by hitting the From column header). You can often get
rid of tons of email sent from the same person. Remember that you can select a chunk of email
by single left clicking on the first email – holding the Shift-key down and single left click on the
last email.

If You Can Deal with It in Under 3 Minutes, Do It Now
The 3-minute rule is gold! Any email that can be responded to or dealt with (saved in a client file,
forwarded, deleted, etc.) within 3 minutes should be dealt with immediately – the first time you
lay eyes on it. This rule is based on the premise that the 2nd time you have to deal with the email,
it will take you longer than 3 minutes navigate to it, open it, read it, comprehend it, re-familiarize
yourself with the topic and then handle it. So, why not just respond to it if you have the 3 minutes
to deal with it!
TIP: Don't forget that you may be able to deal with it more quickly by picking up the phone or
walking around the corner.
Remember, you are still supposed to be handling these emails only at scheduled/set times
during the day! This will be a difficult temptation to overcome – especially if you have email
notification turned on and see an email that you can dispose of quickly.
Finally, if it is an email that is going to take a while, you should dispose of it in under 3 minutes
by adding it to your task list (or calendar) and then saving it into the appropriate client/matter
file.

Delegate If Appropriate
If someone else should be handling the task or issue in the email, then hand it off appropriately.
Don't let someone else put “the monkey” back on you, in the words of The One Minute Manager
Meets the Monkey by Kenneth Blanchard. Do this immediately unless it is going to take you more
than 3 minutes to delegate. You can make this easy to track by setting up the Delegated Email
rule described under Keep Track of Delegated Email on page 46 below.

Delay If Necessary
Already mentioned in the 3-minute rule above, if it is an email that is going to take a while, you
should simply dispose of it in under 3 minutes by adding it to your task list (or calendar) and then
saving it into the appropriate client/matter file.
•

Do not use Outlook as your to-do list by leaving unresolved email in your inbox.

•

If you keep a paper-based task list, simply write it in and save the email in appropriate
place.
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If you use Outlook to manage your task list, simply drag it over to your Task button in the
Outlook navigator.

•

In some circumstances, it is okay to set up subfolders under your inbox. Clean them out
on a weekly basis.

•

If you schedule your tasks as appointments, add it to your calendar.
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EMAIL: RULES
Can't
find
it?
Something
manuals@affinityconsulting.com.

missing?

Instructions

not

clear?

Email

Rules automatically take actions when certain conditions are met. For example, rules can
be used to auto-file incoming email into specific folders. Rules are very powerful and can
save you a lot of time. However, because they happen automatically, you need to be
careful about creating rules that make it so you may miss incoming emails.

Rule Parts
Rules have 3 parts:
•

Condition (Optional): Use conditions to determine when to the apply the rule. If no
conditions are set, the rule is applied to every incoming email. Conditions include
things like emails from particular senders, with particular subjects, sent only to you,
and with specific words in the email. If no conditions are set, the rule will be applied
to every incoming email.

•

Actions: The action is what happens when the condition is met. Actions include
things like moving to a specified folder, categorizing the email, deleing the email,
forwarding the email, and flagging the email.

•

Exceptions (Optional): Exceptions to the conditions prevent the rule from being
applied to certain emails. Exceptions include things like emails from particular
senders, with particular subjects, sent only to you, and with specific words in the
email.

Rules Wizard
The Rules Wizard walks you through creating simple rules based on templates.
1.

On the Home ribbon, click on the Rules button and select Manage Rules & Alerts.

2. Click on the New Rule button.
3. Select the desired template and click on the Next > button.
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FIGURE 6-1

4. Under Step 1, check the boxes to add additional conditions, if any.
5. Words in blue are variables that you can change. Under Step 2, click on the
variables to change them.

FIGURE 6-2

6. Click on the Next > button.
7. Under Step 1, check the box(es) next any additional action(s), if any.
8. Words in blue are variables that you can change. Under Step 2, click on the
variables to change them.
9. Click on the Next > button.
10. Under Step 1, check the box(es) next the desired exception(s), if any.
11. Words in blue are variables that you can change.Under Step 2, click on the variables
to change them.
12. Click on the Next > button.
13. Name the rule.
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14. Optionally, to apply the rule to all emails in your inbox, under Step 2, check the box
for Run this rule now on messages already in "inbox."
15. Click Finish.

Create Rules from Existing Emails
You can also create rules from existing emails. Doing so pre-populates many of the fields
for you.

Simple Rules
The simplest rules to create use sender, subject, and/or recipient as the condition and
move the email into a specified folder or create an alert as the action.
1.

Find an email that meets your conditions.

2. Right-click on the email and select Rules  Create Rule…
3. The Create Rule dialog will pre-populate with information from the email, including
the sender, the subject, and the recipients. Check the box next to the desired
condition(s).
4. Check the box next the desired action(s).
5. Click OK.

FIGURE 6-3

More Complex Rules
You can create more complex rules from existing emails, you just need to use the
advanced options.
1.

Find an email that meets your conditions.

2. Right-click on the email and select Rules  Create Rule…
3. Click on the Advanced Options… button.
4. Under Step 1, check the box(es) next the desired condition(s).
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5. Words in blue are variables that you can change. Some of these variables will be
pre-populated from the email you selected. Under Step 2, click on the variables to
change them.

FIGURE 6-4

6. Click on the Next > button.
7. Under Step 1, check the box(es) next the desired action(s).
8. Words in blue are variables that you can change. Some of these variables will be
pre-populated from the email you selected. Under Step 2, click on the variables to
change them.
9. Click on the Next > button.
10. Under Step 1, check the box(es) next the desired exception(s), if any.
11. Words in blue are variables that you can change. Some of these variables will be
pre-populated from the email you selected. Under Step 2, click on the variables to
change them.
12. Click on the Next > button.
13. Name the rule.
14. Optionally, to apply the rule to all emails in your inbox, under Step 2, check the box
for Run this rule now on messages already in "inbox."
15. Click Finish.

Example Rules
Delay Send Email by One Minute
Instructions to set up a rule to delay sending mail by one minute (in case you change your
mind):
1.

On the Home ribbon, click on the Rules button and select Manage Rules & Alerts.

2. Click the New Rule button.
3. Select Apply rule on messages I send and click Next.
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FIGURE 6-5

4. On the next screen ("which conditions do you want to check"), don't check anything
(you want this rule to apply to every email you send) and click the Next button at
the bottom. You'll see the following dialog (click Yes):

FIGURE 6-6

5. In the next screen, check defer delivery by a number of minutes, and then click
the hyperlink for a number of at the bottom of the screen and enter the number
of minutes you want to delay your email. Click OK.
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FIGURE 6-7

6. Click Next and add any exceptions (for people you don't want to delay email to).
7. Click Next, name your rule "Delay" (or anything else you want to name it) and click
Finish.

Keep Track of Delegated Email
Many people forward email to others to deal with but have a difficult time remembering
what they delegated for follow up purposes. Here's a rule that will help.
1.

On the Home ribbon, click on the Rules button and select Manage Rules & Alerts.

2. Click the New Rule button.
3. Select Apply rule on messages I receive and click Next.
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FIGURE 6-8

4. Under "Which conditions do you want to check?," check BOTH from people or
public group and where my name is in the CC box. At the bottom of the dialog,
click the hyperlink for people or public group and add your email address. We're
basically creating a rule that will look for emails from you and copied to you. Click
Next.

FIGURE 6-9
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5. Under "What do you want to do with the message?" choose move it to the
specified folder. Make the specified folder your Delegated Mail folder. Click Next
and add any exceptions. Click Next, name it and click Finish.

FIGURE 6-10

Manage Rules
Turn Off Rules
Turn rules off by un-checking them in the Rules and Alerts dialog.
1.

On the Home ribbon, click on the Rules button and select Manage Rules & Alerts.

2. Uncheck the boxes next to any rules you want to turn off.

Reorder Rules
Rules are processed in the order in which they are listed in the Rules and Alerts dialog. The
order may make a difference if more than one rule applies to an incoming email.
1.

On the Home ribbon, click on the Rules button and select Manage Rules & Alerts.

2. Use the up and down arrows to reorder the rules.
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FIGURE 6-11

Stop Processing Rules
Sometimes, when a condition is met and a rule is applied, you want to stop processing
other rules. Stop processing rules is an action that can be added to any rule. See below for
instructions on how to edit any existing rules.

Edit Existing Rules
You can edit any existing rules through the Rules and Alerts dialog.
1.

On the Home ribbon, click on the Rules button and select Manage Rules & Alerts.

2. Click on Change Rule.
3. Select Edit Rule Settings…

FIGURE 6-12
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